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EUROPEAN DOORS

exterior doors

Dear Customer
Our company constantly strives to find ways to match the
product with your style and way of living.
We work hard to turn a house into your own home.
Whether it is little details, or the big ones, you can be
sure EDI Doors pays attention to it all.
Our company offers a large variety of modern interior
and entry way doors for your home, apartment or office.
You can recognize us through our exclusive design,
contemporary and stylish interior and exterior doors that
suit every life style.

interior doors

EUROPEAN DOORS

www.edidoors.com
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exteriors
door
Exterior doors are a showcase of every house. They
serve the purpose of ensuring security and isolating
intimacy of your home from weather conditions.
Specially reinforced structure and high quality wood
means reliability for years to come.
We offer STILE and TWIN exterior doors. STILE doors
are constructed of stiles, rails and a panel. TWIN
doors are made of two identical flat plates.

interior doors

All doors can come as double, with one, two, three
fixed sidelights, open sidelights, with antaba (long metal bar) or handle.

EUROPEAN DOORS

exterior doors

EXTERIOR DOORS
steinless steel inserts

BASE PRICE INCLUDES:
 slab
 frame with wooden threshold
 handle haga
 two locks in master key system
 safety triple glass
 mirror venetian / frosted / clear glass
 casing
 brickmoulding
 customization
 two gaskets

EXTRA CHARGE:
 special palette of colors ral

100 $

 two-color painting

199 $

 steel bar handle

300 $

 handle prestige/royal

100 $

 custom color

200 $
800 $

 open sidelight

1000 $

 double door

1600 $

NINO

OAK 2999 $

HARSA

OAK 2999 $

MINOR

OAK 2999 $

DRACO

OAK 2999 $

AGLE

OAK 2999 $

interior doors

 single side light

6

7

exterior doors

EXTERIOR DOORS
steinless steel inserts

BASE PRICE INCLUDES:
 slab
 frame with wooden threshold
 handle haga
 two locks in master key system
 safety triple glass
 mirror venetian / frosted / clear glass
 casing
 brickmoulding
 customization
 two gaskets

EXTRA CHARGE:
 special palette of colors ral

100 $

 two-color painting

199 $

 steel bar handle

300 $

 handle prestige/royal

100 $

 custom color

200 $

 single side light

OAK 2999 $

SIRO

OAK 2999 $

1000 $

 double door

1600 $

interior doors

VIRGO

800 $

 open sidelight

PLATINO

OAK 2999 $

SATINA

IGNES

OAK 2999 $

8

OAK 2999 $

GEMINI

OAK 2999 $

SENJA
9

OAK 2999 $

MARE

OAK 2999 $

EXTERIOR DOORS
steinless steel inserts

exterior doors

EXTERIOR DOORS
steinless steel inserts

BASE PRICE INCLUDES:
 slab
 frame with wooden threshold
 handle haga
 two locks in master key system
 safety triple glass
 mirror venetian / frosted / clear glass
 casing
 brickmoulding
 customization
 two gaskets

EXTRA CHARGE:
 special palette of colors ral

100 $

 two-color painting

199 $

 steel bar handle

300 $

 handle prestige/royal

100 $

 custom color

200 $

 single side light

UNO

OAK 2999 $

OAK 2999 $

DUO*

OAK 2999 $

HOFTA*

OAK 2999 $

1000 $

 double door

1600 $

interior doors

NOMA

800 $

 open sidelight

10

11

TIARA*

OAK 2999 $

exterior doors

EXTERIOR DOORS

BASE PRICE INCLUDES:
 slab
 frame with wooden threshold
 handle haga
 two locks in master key system
 safety triple glass
 mirror venetian / frosted / clear glass
 casing
 brickmoulding
 customization
 two gaskets

EXTRA CHARGE:
 special palette of colors ral

100 $

 two-color painting

199 $

 steel bar handle

300 $

 handle prestige/royal

100 $

 custom color

200 $

 single side light

OAK 2999 $

ERGO

OAK 2999 $

MONTANA

OAK 2999 $

NUMA

CANTIO

OAK 2999 $

interior doors

CASUS

12

13

OAK 2999 $

800 $

 open sidelight

1000 $

 double door

1600 $

exterior doors

EXTERIOR DOORS

OAK 2999 $

BAZAN

OAK 2999 $

BASE PRICE INCLUDES:

EJDO

OAK 2999 $

 two gaskets

 slab

EXTRA CHARGE:

 frame with wooden threshold
 handle haga
 two locks in master key system
 safety triple glass

 special palette of colors ral

100 $

 two-color painting

199 $

 steel bar handle

300 $

 handle prestige/royal

100 $

 mirror venetian / frosted / clear glass

 custom color

200 $

 casing

 single side light

 brickmoulding

 open sidelight

1000 $

 customization

 double door

1600 $

800 $

interior doors

MUZO

AKTUS
14

15

OAK 2999 $

IMPACT

OAK 2999 $

exterior doors

EXTERIOR DOORS

RUST

NORE

OAK 2999 $

OAK 2999 $

CRISPA

OAK 2999 $

BASE PRICE INCLUDES:
 slab
 frame with wooden threshold
 handle haga
 two locks in master key system
 safety triple glass
 mirror venetian / frosted / clear glass

interior doors

 casing

BATUMI

OAK 2999 $

DIGNA

OAK 2999 $

16

CETUS

OAK 2999 $

VITRUM

OAK 2999 $

 brickmoulding
 customization
 two gaskets

EXTRA CHARGE:
 special palette of colors ral

100 $

 two-color painting

199 $

 steel bar handle

300 $

 handle prestige/royal

100 $

 custom color

200 $

 single side light

DAGALA

17

OAK 2999 $

800 $

 open sidelight

1000 $

 double door

1600 $

TWIN
EXTERIOR DOOR

HYDRA
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A

A

fixed in the door

casing

clear opening 900 mm



clear opening 900 mm

fixed in the door

casing











INSIDE VIEW

A

fixed in the door

casing









VIEW
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BASE PRICE INCLUDES:







 slab



VORNA

SATIN

SEMPER





 frame with wooden threshold

ACOS



 handle haga
 two locks in master key system



 safety triple glass


 mirror venetian / frosted / clear glass





A

A

A

A

A


extra
opening


clear
opening 900 mm

fixed in the
door casing

szerokość skrzydła 950 mm

clear opening 900 mm
1500

stała w ościeżnicy

fixed in the
door casing

fixed in the



door casing

clear opening 900 mm


Nazwa rysunku:

INSIDE VIEW








INSIDE VIEW





P.P.H.U. "AGMAR"
MARIUSZ PASZTALENIEC
CHWAŁOWICE 97
37-455 RADOMYŚL

Rysował:
Data:

 casing
 brickmoulding



A

drzwi zuro

Stała w ościeżnicy

interior doors

fixed in the door

casing

exterior doors

PROMA

fixed
in the
door
casing

 customization
 two gaskets

A

A
drzwi acos

szerokość skrzydła 950 mm
clear opening
900 mm
1400

stała w ościeżnicy

fixed in the
door casing

EXTRA CHARGE:
 special palette of colors ral

100 $

 two-color painting

199 $

 steel bar handle

300 $

 handle prestige/royal

100 $

 custom color

200 $

 single side light
Nazwa rysunku:

INSIDE VIEW







INSIDE
VIEW





1000 $

 double door
Rysował:

1600 $

P.P.H.U. "AGMAR"
MARIUSZ PASZTALENIEC
CHWAŁOWICE 97
37-455 RADOMYŚL

Data:

Doors of non-standard dimensions
are subject to individual valuation.

18

19

800 $

 open sidelight

exterior doors

EXTERIOR DOORS

BASE PRICE INCLUDES:
 slab
 frame with wooden threshold
 handle haga
 two locks in master key system
 safety triple glass
 mirror venetian / frosted / clear glass
 casing
 brickmoulding
 customization
 two gaskets

EXTRA CHARGE:
 special palette of colors ral

100 $

 two-color painting

199 $

 steel bar handle

300 $

 handle prestige/royal

100 $

 custom color

200 $

 single side light

OAK 2799 $

TEVA

OAK 2799 $

AVILA

OAK 2799 $

HARPO

OAK 2799 $

LANTRA

REGAL

OAK 2799 $

interior doors

KOBUS

20

21

OAK 2799 $

800 $

 open sidelight

1000 $

 double door

1600 $

exterior doors

EXTERIOR DOORS

PALAU

IMPERA

OAK 2799 $

OAK 2799 $

DESPA

OAK 2799 $

BASE PRICE INCLUDES:
 slab
 frame with wooden threshold

 two locks in master key system
 safety triple glass
 mirror venetian / frosted / clear glass
 casing
 brickmoulding
 customization
 two gaskets

EXTRA CHARGE:

KARI

OAK 2799 $

KONGO

 special palette of colors ral

100 $

 two-color painting

199 $

 steel bar handle

300 $

 handle prestige/royal

100 $

 custom color

200 $

 single side light

OAK 2799 $

22

interior doors

 handle haga

800 $

 open sidelight

1000 $

 double door

1600 $

23

LATINA

OAK 2799 $

EXTERIOR DOORS

LIMOS


exterior doors

SYLUR



BASE PRICE INCLUDES:
EXTRA CHARGE:

 slab

 special palette of colors ral

100 $

 two-color painting

199 $

 steel bar handle

300 $

 handle prestige/royal

100 $

 safety triple glass

 custom color

200 $

 mirror venetian / frosted / clear glass

 single side light

 casing

 open sidelight

1000 $

 brickmoulding

 double door

1600 $

 frame with wooden threshold
 handle haga
 two locks in master key system


A

A



A

 customization

A

Doors of non-standard dimensions

 two gaskets

INSIDE VIEW

extra opening

clear opening 900 mm










INSIDE VIEW



are subject to individual valuation.

extra opening
















SARPA







interior doors

clear
opening 900 mm

800 $



A

A



leaf imitation



clear opening 900 mm

INSIDE VIEW

24

25



leaf imitation






EXTERIOR DOOR
FINISHINGS
ACCESSORIES

THE DESIGN OF EXTERIOR FRAME-AND-PANEL DOOR 68 MM:
Exterior frame-and-panel door with a thickness of 68 mm is

Glazing:

made of pine wood and laminated in layers or alternately,

Glazing unit with reflex glass, mirror venetian or frosted

veneered with waterproof pine or oak plywood. The frame

glass with possible use (optional) of various windows, inclu-

is filled with heat-insulating panel having a thickness of 32

ding ornaments and stained glass. In doors, it is possible

mm.

to replace the wooden panels with the glazing unit and vice

Finishing:

versa.

Lacquering Five-layer coating system using hydrodynamic

Dimensions:

method with transparent paints in 14 colors or RAL palette

Exterior doors are available in custom sizes without additio-

colors.

nal charge for unusual dimension.

exterior doors

EXTERIOR DOOR
TECHNICAL
PARAMETERS

COLORS

exterior doors

CHESTNUT

DOOR ACCESSORIES - HANDLES

WINCHESTER

AFROMOSIA

GOLDEN OAK

SWAMP OAK

RUSTIC OAK

HAGA

THE DESIGN OF EXTERIOR FRAME-AND-PANEL DOOR 78 MM:
Exterior frame-and-panel and plate door with a thickness of

Glazing:

78 mm is made of pine wood and laminated in layers and

Glazing unit with reflex glass, mirror venetian or frosted

alternately, veneered with waterproof pine or oak plywood.

glass with possible use (optional) of various windows, inclu-

The frame is filled with heat-insulating panel having a

ding ornaments and stained glass. In doors, it is possible

thickness of 42 mm (frame-and-panel) 60 mm (plate).

to replace the wooden panels with the glazing unit and vice

PRESTIGE

versa.

Lacquering Five-layer coating system using hydrodynamic

Dimensions:

method with transparent paints in 14 colors or RAL palette

Exterior doors are available in custom sizes without additio-

colors.

nal charge for unusual dimension.

PALISANDER

DARK OAK

MAHOGANY

WALNUT

ROYAL
WENGE

DARK WALNUT

interior doors

Finishing:

RAL COLORS CHART

ANTHRACITE 7016

26

WHITE 9016

27

exterior doors

INTERIOR
DOORS
Interior doors protect our privacy and also
help to create intimate four walls for each
member of the household.
Conjure up a completely new style
for your home.
Our interior doors are a great way to perfectly
complement any interior. We meet expectations of our Customers by offering products in

interior doors

a wide range of colors and designs. Thanks to
this our doors will become an integral part of
your house.

EUROPEAN DOORS

DAGLEZJA 1

exterior doors

INTERIOR MDF SOLID DOORS
hidden hinges

DAGLEZJA 2

DAGLEZJA 3

 HIDDEN HINGES:
magnetic lock, two hidden 3d regulated hinges
Door slab and frame made of MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) covered by GREKO

HARDWARE
 lock options: handle, handle + privacy lock, handle + key
lock

GLAZING
 hardened milk glass or VSG 221 milk protective glass

ACCESSORIES
Base price includes:

HIDDEN HINGES
GREKO 6’8”

CONSTRUCTION

 slab
 frame with casing

416 $

 handle
 hinges
 lock

Extra charge:

DOOR SIZES
18’’

24’’

26’’

28’’

30’’

32’’

34’’

36’’

Solid
doors

DAGLEZJA 4

DAGLEZJA 5

DAGLEZJA 6

 privacy lock

10 $

 key lock

30 $

 VSG glass

3 $

price for one piece of glass

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGICAL
SOLUTIONS

40’’

 single doors

DAGLEZJA 1

 double doors

basic price + 75%

 french doors

basic price + 75%

 sliding doors - barn doors / closet bypass
doors / pocket doors

SLAB			
266 $

DAGLEZJA 8

COLORS GREKO

WALNUT GREKO

SANREMO GREKO

HANDLES

interior doors

DAGLEZJA 7

VENGE GREKO

DARO

WHITE PINE GREKO
IBIZA

METRO

GRAY OAK GREKO

ONYX

ELM GREKO

WHITE GREKO
TOPAZ

30

31

FREZJA 1

exterior doors

INTERIOR MDF SOLID DOORS
hidden hinges

FREZJA 2

FREZJA 3

CONSTRUCTION
 HIDDEN HINGES:
magnetic lock, two hidden 3d regulated hinges
Door slab and frame made of MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) covered by GREKO

HARDWARE
 lock options: handle, handle + privacy lock, handle + key
lock

GLAZING
 hardened milk glass or VSG 221 milk protective glass

ACCESSORIES
Base price includes:
 slab
 frame with casing
 handle
 hinges
 lock

Extra charge:
 privacy lock

10 $

 key lock

FREZJA 4

30 $

 VSG glass

FREZJA 5

10 / 20 / 30 $

price for one piece of glass

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGICAL
SOLUTIONS
 single doors
 double doors

basic price + 75%

 french doors

basic price + 75%

 sliding doors - barn doors / closet bypass
doors / pocket doors

SLAB			
266 $

FREZJA 6

HIDDEN HINGES
GREKO 6’8”

416 $
WALNUT GREKO

SANREMO GREKO

VENGE GREKO

FREZJA 5

24’’

26’’

28’’

30’’

32’’

34’’

36’’

DARO

WHITE PINE GREKO
IBIZA

METRO

GRAY OAK GREKO

DOOR SIZES
18’’

HANDLES

interior doors

COLORS GREKO

Solid
doors

40’’

ONYX

ELM GREKO

WHITE GREKO
TOPAZ

32

33

HIDDEN HINGES
GREKO 6’8”

416 $

CPL

423 $

MAGNOLIA 1

exterior doors

INTERIOR MDF SOLID DOORS
hidden hinges

MAGNOLIA 2

MAGNOLIA 3

CONSTRUCTION
 HIDDEN HINGES:
magnetic lock, two hidden 3d regulated hinges
Door slab and frame made of MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) covered by GREKO or CPL veneer

HARDWARE
 lock options: handle, handle + privacy lock, handle + key
lock

GLAZING
 hardened milk glass or VSG 221 milk protective glass

ACCESSORIES
Base price includes:
 slab

6’8”

 frame with casing
 handle
 hinges
 lock

Extra charge:

DOOR SIZES

 privacy lock

10 $

 key lock

30 $

 VSG glass

18’’

24’’

26’’

28’’

30’’

32’’

34’’

36’’

Solid
doors

MAGNOLIA 4

MAGNOLIA 5

MAGNOLIA 6

40’’

6$

price for one piece of glass

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGICAL
SOLUTIONS
 single doors

MAGNOLIA 7

 double doors

basic price + 75%

 french doors

basic price + 75%

 sliding doors - barn doors / closet bypass
doors / pocket doors

SLAB			
253 $

MAGNOLIA 8

COLORS GREKO

WALNUT GREKO

SANREMO GREKO

interior doors

MAGNOLIA 7

HANDLES

DARO

VENGE GREKO

GRAY OAK GREKO

IBIZA

WHITE PINE GREKO

METRO

ONYX

ELM GREKO

WHITE GREKO

white GREKO vertical rails, diagonal
elements and nut GREKO boards

TOPAZ

34

35

BERBERYS 1

exterior doors

INTERIOR MDF SOLID DOORS
hidden hinges

BERBERYS 2

BERBERYS 3

CONSTRUCTION
 HIDDEN HINGES:
magnetic lock, two hidden 3d regulated hinges
Door slab and frame made of MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) covered by GREKO or CPL veneer

HARDWARE
 lock options: handle, handle + privacy lock, handle + key
lock

GLAZING
 hardened milk glass or VSG 221 milk protective glass

ACCESSORIES
Base price includes:
 slab
 frame with casing
 handle
 hinges
 lock

Extra charge:

BERBERYS4

 privacy lock

10 $

 key lock

30 $

 VSG glass

BERBERYS 5

6$

price for one piece of glass

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGICAL
SOLUTIONS
 single doors
 double doors

basic price + 75%

 french doors

basic price + 75%

 sliding doors - barn doors / closet bypass
doors / pocket doors

SLAB			
284 $

HIDDEN HINGES
GREKO 6’8”

434 $

CPL

454 $

6’8”

COLORS GREKO

WALNUT GREKO

SANREMO GREKO

DOOR SIZES

BERBERYS 1

BERBERYS 7

18’’

24’’

26’’

28’’

30’’

32’’

34’’

36’’

BERBERYS 8

HANDLES

interior doors

BERBERYS 6

VENGE GREKO

DARO

WHITE PINE GREKO
IBIZA

METRO

GRAY OAK GREKO

Solid
doors

40’’

ONYX

ELM GREKO

WHITE GREKO
TOPAZ

36

37

HIDDEN HINGES

FLOKS 1

exterior doors

INTERIOR MDF SOLID DOORS
hidden hinges

FLOKS 2

FLOKS 3

CONSTRUCTION
 HIDDEN HINGES:
magnetic lock, two hidden 3d regulated hinges
Door slab and frame made of MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) covered by GREKO or CPL veneer

HARDWARE
 lock options: handle, handle + privacy lock, handle + key
lock

GLAZING
 hardened milk glass or VSG 221 milk protective glass

ACCESSORIES

GREKO 6’8”

439 $

Base price includes:

CPL

459 $

 slab

6’8”

 frame with casing
 handle
 hinges
 lock

Extra charge:

DOOR SIZES

FLOKS 4

18’’

24’’

26’’

28’’

30’’

32’’

34’’

36’’

 privacy lock

10 $

 key lock

30 $

 VSG glass

FLOKS 5

8$

price for one piece of glass

Solid
doors

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGICAL
SOLUTIONS

40’’

 single doors

FLOKS 6

 double doors

basic price + 75%

 french doors

basic price + 75%

 sliding doors - barn doors / closet bypass
doors / pocket doors

SLAB			
289 $

FLOKS 7

COLORS GREKO

WALNUT GREKO

SANREMO GREKO

FLOKS 8

HANDLES

interior doors

FLOKS 6

VENGE GREKO

DARO

WHITE PINE GREKO
IBIZA

METRO

GRAY OAK GREKO

ONYX

ELM GREKO

WHITE GREKO
TOPAZ

38

39

HIDDEN HINGES

KAMELIA 1

exterior doors

INTERIOR MDF SOLID DOORS
hidden hinges

KAMELIA 2

KAMELIA 3

CONSTRUCTION
 HIDDEN HINGES:
magnetic lock, two hidden 3d regulated hinges
Door slab and frame made of MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) covered by GREKO or CPL veneer

HARDWARE
 lock options: handle, handle + privacy lock, handle + key
lock

GLAZING
 hardened milk glass or VSG 221 milk protective glass

ACCESSORIES

GREKO 6’8”

416 $

Base price includes:

CPL

436 $

 slab

6’8”

 frame with casing
 handle
 hinges
 lock

Extra charge:

DOOR SIZES

KAMELIA 4

18’’

24’’

26’’

28’’

30’’

32’’

34’’

36’’

KAMELIA 5

 privacy lock

10 $

 key lock

30 $

 VSG glass

3$

price for one piece of glass

Solid
doors

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGICAL
SOLUTIONS

40’’

 single doors

KAMELIA 7

 double doors

basic price + 75%

 french doors

basic price + 75%

 sliding doors - barn doors / closet bypass
doors / pocket doors

SLAB			
266 $

KAMELIA 7

COLORS GREKO

WALNUT GREKO

SANREMO GREKO

KAMELIA 8

HANDLES

interior doors

KAMELIA 6

DARO

VENGE GREKO

GRAY OAK GREKO

IBIZA

WHITE PINE GREKO

METRO

ONYX

ELM GREKO

WHITE GREKO

white GREKO vertical rails, diagonal
elements and nut GREKO boards

TOPAZ

40

41

HIDDEN HINGES
GREKO 6’8”

416 $

CPL

436 $

6’8”

PETUNIA 1

exterior doors

INTERIOR MDF SOLID DOORS
hidden hinges

PETUNIA 2

PETUNIA 3

CONSTRUCTION
 HIDDEN HINGES:
magnetic lock, two hidden 3d regulated hinges
Door slab and frame made of MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) covered by GREKO or CPL veneer

HARDWARE
 lock options: handle, handle + privacy lock, handle + key
lock

GLAZING
 hardened milk glass or VSG 221 milk protective glass

ACCESSORIES
Base price includes:
 slab
 frame with casing
 handle
 hinges
 lock

Extra charge:

DOOR SIZES

 privacy lock

10 $

 key lock

30 $

 VSG glass

18’’

24’’

26’’

28’’

30’’

32’’

34’’

36’’

Solid
doors

PETUNIA 4

4$

price for one piece of glass

PETUNIA 5

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGICAL
SOLUTIONS

40’’

 single doors

PETUNIA 3

 double doors

basic price + 75%

 french doors

basic price + 75%

 sliding doors - barn doors / closet bypass
doors / pocket doors

SLAB			
266 $

PETUNIA 7

COLORS GREKO

WALNUT GREKO

SANREMO GREKO

PETUNIA 8

HANDLES

interior doors

PETUNIA 6

VENGE GREKO

DARO

WHITE PINE GREKO
IBIZA

METRO

GRAY OAK GREKO

ONYX

ELM GREKO

WHITE GREKO
TOPAZ

42

43

MALWA 1

exterior doors

INTERIOR MDF SOLID DOORS
hidden hinges

MALWA 2

MALWA 3

CONSTRUCTION
 HIDDEN HINGES:
magnetic lock, two hidden 3d regulated hinges
Door slab and frame made of MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) covered by GREKO or CPL veneer

HARDWARE
 lock options: handle, handle + privacy lock, handle + key
lock

GLAZING
 hardened milk glass or VSG 221 milk protective glass

ACCESSORIES
Base price includes:
 slab
 frame with casing
 handle
 hinges
 lock

Extra charge:
 privacy lock

10 $

 key lock

30 $

 VSG glass

MALWA 4

MALWA 5

3$

price for one piece of glass

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGICAL
SOLUTIONS
 single doors
 double doors

basic price + 75%

 french doors

basic price + 75%

 sliding doors - barn doors / closet bypass
doors / pocket doors

SLAB			
284 $
BRUSHED ALUMINUM INSETS

MALWA 6

434 $

CPL

454 $

6’8”

COLORS GREKO

WALNUT GREKO

DOOR SIZES
18’’

24’’

SANREMO GREKO

26’’

MALWA 8

28’’

interior doors

HIDDEN HINGES
GREKO 6’8”

MALWA 7

milk glass
brushed aluminum

VENGE GREKO

HANDLES

DARO

WHITE PINE GREKO
IBIZA

METRO

GRAY OAK GREKO

Solid
doors
ONYX

30’’

32’’

34’’

36’’

40’’
ELM GREKO

MALWA1

44

WHITE GREKO

45

TOPAZ

ENTRANCE REBATED DOOR
anti-burglary locks

exterior doors

HERSE LUX 1

CONSTRUCTION

HERSE LUX 3

 MDF rails covered with two HDF boards
 special HOMALIGHT board filling
 18 mm-plywood strengthening
 thickness 46 mm
 additional gasket

HARDWARE
 three screw 3D regulated pintle hinges
 two three-bolt anti-burglary locks in class RC2 for cylinder
(price includes optional change of lower lock only)

HERSE LUX 4

 possibility to select only lower latch lock (no change in
price) or without three anti-burglary contact bolts on the
hinge side if wished

ACCESSORIES
Base price includes:
 slab
 frame with casing
 handle
 hinges
 lock

HERSE
LUX SET 10

HERSE
LUX SET 12

brushed aluminum

HIDDEN HINGES
550 $

COLORS GREKO
DOOR SIZES
18’’
30’’

Solid
doors

32’’

24’’

26’’

28’’

34’’

36’’

40’’

WALNUT
GREKO
SONOMA
TWIN

NUT

interior doors

GREKO 6’8”

VENGE
GREKO
VENGE
TWIN

VENGE

HANDLES

DARO

WHITEOAK
PINETWIN
GREKO
GOLD

WHITE TWIN

MIDDLE
NUT TWIN
IBIZA

METRO

ACACIA

NUT GREKO
ONYX

HERSE LUX 4

OAK GREKO

46

MEDIUM OAK GREKO SONOMA GREKO
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TOPAZ

exterior doors

INTERIOR WOODEN SOLID DOORS
hidden hinges

HIDDEN HINGES
6’8” 799 $
7’ 849 $
8’ 1099 $

CONSTRUCTION
 HIDDEN HINGES:
magnetic lock, two hidden 3d regulated hinges
Door slab and frame made of wood covered by oak veneer

HARDWARE
 lock options: handle, handle + privacy lock, handle + key
lock

GLAZING
 hardened milk glass or VSG 221 milk protective glass

ACCESSORIES
Base price includes:
 slab
 frame with casing

JOKASTA II

 handle

JOKASTA I

 hinges
 lock

Extra charge:
 privacy lock

10 $

 key lock

30 $

 VSG glass

DOOR SIZES

4$

price for one piece of glass

18’’

24’’

26’’

28’’

30’’

32’’

34’’

36’’

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGICAL
SOLUTIONS

Solid
doors

 single doors

40’’

JOKASTA

 double doors

basic price + 75%

 french doors

basic price + 75%

 sliding doors - barn doors / closet bypass
doors / pocket doors

JOKASTA III

JOKASTA IV

HANDLES

COLORS

WALNUT

SWAMP OAK

GOLDEN OAK

DARK WALNUT

PALISANDER

interior doors

WINCHESTER

DARO

RUSTIC OAK

DARK OAK
IBIZA

CHESTNUT

AFROMOSIA

METRO

ONYX

MAHOGANY

WENGE
TOPAZ

ANTHRACITE 7016
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WHITE 9016
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exterior doors

INTERIOR WOODEN SOLID DOORS
hidden hinges

HIDDEN HINGES
6’8” 799 $
7’ 849 $
8’ 1099 $

CONSTRUCTION
 HIDDEN HINGES:
magnetic lock, two hidden 3d regulated hinges
Door slab and frame made of wood covered by oak veneer

HARDWARE
 lock options: handle, handle + privacy lock, handle + key
lock

GLAZING
 hardened milk glass or VSG 221 milk protective glass

ACCESSORIES
Base price includes:
 slab
 frame with casing

AGIS II

 handle

AGIS V

 hinges
 lock

Extra charge:
 privacy lock

10 $

 key lock

30 $

 VSG glass

DOOR SIZES

4$

price for one piece of glass

18’’

24’’

26’’

28’’

30’’

32’’

34’’

36’’

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGICAL
SOLUTIONS

Solid
doors

 single doors

40’’

AGIS I

 double doors

basic price + 75%

 french doors

basic price + 75%

 sliding doors - barn doors / closet bypass
doors / pocket doors

AGIS III

AGIS IV

HANDLES

COLORS

WALNUT

SWAMP OAK

GOLDEN OAK

DARK WALNUT

PALISANDER

interior doors

WINCHESTER

DARO

RUSTIC OAK

DARK OAK
IBIZA

CHESTNUT

AFROMOSIA

METRO

ONYX

MAHOGANY

WENGE
TOPAZ

ANTHRACITE 7016
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WHITE 9016
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exterior doors

INTERIOR WOODEN SOLID DOORS
hidden hinges
CONSTRUCTION
 HIDDEN HINGES:
magnetic lock, two hidden 3d regulated hinges
Door slab and frame made of wood covered by oak veneer

HARDWARE
 lock options: handle, handle + privacy lock, handle + key
lock

ACCESSORIES
Base price includes:
 slab
 frame with casing
 handle
 hinges

KANAM I

 lock

KANAM II

Extra charge:
 privacy lock

10 $

 key lock

30 $

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGICAL
SOLUTIONS
 single doors
 double doors

basic price + 75%

 french doors

basic price + 75%

 sliding doors - barn doors / closet bypass
doors / pocket doors

KANAM IV

KANAM

HANDLES

COLORS

6’8” 799 $
7’ 849 $
8’ 1099 $

WINCHESTER

inox dwustronnie

WALNUT

KANAM III

GOLDEN OAK

DARK WALNUT

DOOR SIZES
18’’

24’’

26’’

28’’

Solid
doors

SWAMP OAK

PALISANDER

DARO

interior doors

HIDDEN HINGES

RUSTIC OAK

DARK OAK
IBIZA

CHESTNUT

AFROMOSIA

METRO

ONYX

MAHOGANY

WENGE
TOPAZ

30’’

32’’

34’’

36’’

40’’
ANTHRACITE 7016
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WHITE 9016
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exterior doors

INTERIOR WOODEN SOLID DOORS
hidden hinges
CONSTRUCTION
 HIDDEN HINGES:
magnetic lock, two hidden 3d regulated hinges
Door slab and frame made of wood covered by oak veneer

HARDWARE
 lock options: handle, handle + privacy lock, handle + key
lock

GLAZING
 hardened milk glass or VSG 221 milk protective glass

ACCESSORIES
Base price includes:
 slab
 frame with casing

MUNNAR I

 handle

MUNNAR II

 hinges
 lock

Extra charge:
 privacy lock

10 $

 key lock

30 $

 VSG glass

4$

price for one piece of glass

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGICAL
SOLUTIONS
 single doors
 double doors

basic price + 75%

 french doors

basic price + 75%

 sliding doors - barn doors / closet bypass
doors / pocket doors

MUNNAR III

MUNNAR IV

HANDLES

COLORS

6’8” 799 $
7’ 849 $
8’ 1099 $

WINCHESTER

WALNUT

GOLDEN OAK

DARK WALNUT

DOOR SIZES
18’’

24’’

26’’

28’’

Solid
doors

SWAMP OAK

PALISANDER

DARO

interior doors

HIDDEN HINGES

RUSTIC OAK

DARK OAK
IBIZA

CHESTNUT

AFROMOSIA

METRO

ONYX

MAHOGANY

WENGE
TOPAZ

30’’

MUNNAR

32’’

34’’

36’’

40’’
ANTHRACITE 7016
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WHITE 9016
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SINGLE DOOR

SLIDING DOORS - BARN DOORS

wall
jamb
2''x3''
*2''x4''
2''x6''
1 7/8''

slab width

exterior doors

INTERIOR DOOR
CONSTRUCTION

slab width

*single drywal

slab width

DOUBLE DOOR

SLIDING DOORS - CLOSED BYPASS SLABS

jamb

active

active

wall

wall

2''x3''
*2''x4''
2''x6''

1 7/8''

slab width

*single drywal

slab width

slab width

SLIDING DOORS - POCET DOOR

wall

jamb

passive

active

2''x3''
*2''x4''
2''x6''

slab width

56

*single drywal

interior doors

FRENCHDOOR

1 7/8''

wall

wall

wall

slab width
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interior doors

exterior doors

Window

EUROPEAN DOORS

exterior doors

FVE – ELECTRIC
FVS – SOLAR POWERED

 suitable for roof pitches between 15-85 degrees

Your smart home solution
DECK MOUNTED ELECTRIC OR SOLAR
VENTING SKYLIGHT

 low-emission and heat-reflecting double glazed glass
 perimeter gasket underneath the frame
 easy ”bracket-free” installation
 double seals between the frame and the sash
 internal gasket system to collect and drain any

Electric and solar powered deck mounted skylights are ideal solu-

 condensation water to the outside

tions for out of reach applications, where besides the natural light,

 mosquito screen included

you would like to enjoy fresh air as well. FVE and FVS skylights

 integrated rain sensors

are equipped with a radio communication system, allowing for easy

 remote control operated

remote operation without the need of pointing the remote towards

 range of internal and external accessories

the skylights. FVS skylights are powered by the integrated solar

 integrated solar panel (FVS)

interior doors

Features:

panel, so connection to a power source is not required.

60
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A breath of fresh air

Features:

DECK MOUNTED MANUAL VENTING
SKYLIGHT

 suitable for roof pitches between 15-85 degrees

recommended for installation where the skylights will be fairly easy
to reach and operate with a control rod.

 low-emission and heat-reflecting double glazed glass
 perimeter gasket underneath the frame
 easy ” bracket-free” installation
 double seals between the frame and the sash
 mosquito screen included
 operated with a crank or a control rod
 range of internal and external accessories available
 internal gasket system to collect and drain any
 condensation water to the outside

interior doors

Manual venting skylights FV deliver light and fresh air and are

exterior doors

FV – MANUAL
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Lots of natural light

Features:

DECK MOUNTED FIXED SKYLIGHT

 suitable for roof pitches between 15-85 degrees

The main purpose of the fixed skylight is to take advantage of
natural light. Natural light in homes increases
the comfort of living and positively influences health.

 low-emission and heat-reflecting double glazed glass
 perimeter gasket underneath the frame
 easy ”bracket-free” installation

interior doors

exterior doors

FX – FIXED

 range of internal and external accessories available
 internal gasket system to collect and drain any
 condensation water to the outside
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Light and simplicity

Features:

CURB MOUNTED FIXED SKYLIGHT

 suitable for roof pitches between 0-60 degrees

simple installation, long trouble-free use and the beauty
of a modern design. Following world design trends of electronic
devices, FAKRO has developed curb mounted skyligth
with completely (smartphone like) flat surface, allowing installation
on any type of roofs in any direction you wish.

 unique modern design
 low-emission and heat-reflecting double glazed glass
 white PVC frame allows installation of internal blinds
 frame made from mutliple chamber PVC profile
 range of internal and external accessories
 360° turn-around installation

360°

The innovative curb mounted

Flange-free glass installation

skylight FXC allows you to match the co-

to provide free water flow off

lour of the skylight finish with the existing

the glass.

roof design.
A wide range of colors in accordance
with the RAL Classic Palette.

interior doors

The newly developed curb mounted fixed skylight incorporates

exterior doors

FXC – FIXED
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DRL

exterior doors

DRF

FLAT ROOF ACCESS SKYLIGHT

Features:

FLAT ROOF ACCESS DOOR

Features:

DRF

 the frame of the flat roof skylight is

DRL

 fully assembled product

 constructed of multi-chamber PVC

range of FAKRO solutions for flat roofs. In addition to serving as a skylight,
they have an extra utility feature providing safe and convenient access to

 profiles filled with insulation material.
 In the DRF roof access skylight, the
 upper part of the window comes with

the flat roof. Special hinges and a functional opening system used in the
access roof light ensure easy sash opening up to 80°. Gas springs the
operation of the sash and keep it stable in the open position, thus protecting against accidental closing. What is more, roof access skylights feature
increased safety of use thanks to the application of anti-slip covers on their
profiles.

The DRL roof access door is an innovative product providing safe
and comfortable access to the flat roof. Its structural durability and
range of sizes provide the perfect combination with an attic ladder.

 profiles filled with insulation material
 insulated sash equipped with a rubber seal ensures
 perfect thermal insulation performance
 opens up to 60°. Gas springs facilitate opening and

 the DRF roof access skylight is an

 closing, and the sash can be left open

 energy-efficient, DU6 glazing unit with

 anti-slip tape on the base ensures safe access to the

 a Class P4A anti-burglary inner pane

 flat roof

 (EN 12567-2) and a whole window

 sizes of the roof access door are adjusted

 U-value of 0.74 W/m2K (EN 14351-

 according to the size of attic ladders (attic ladders

 1:2006+A1:2010). R-value = 7.7

 sold separately). DRL access doors come only in

 windows can be also mounted on an

 European (metric) sizes, and can be installed only

 additional XRD base with a height of
 5 7/8” (15cm), for installation in green or
 living roofs
 DRF access roof skylight is designed for
 pitches between 2° and 15°
 the structure of the access roof skylight
 enables installation of internal as well
 as external accessories. Use of an
 external awning blind protects the
 room from overheating, while internal
 accessories provide protection from

 with LML ladders, also in metric sizes
 can be mounted on an additional XRD base with
 a height of 6” (15 cm) for installation in green and
 living roofs
 option to install an additional ZBR lock which
 protects against accidental closure of the sash
 suitable for roof pitches between 0° and 5°

 intense sunlight and enhance interior design

68

 the frame is constructed of multi-chamber PVC

 an innovative flat glazing unit

interior doors

The insulated roof access skylight DRF are new products, expanding the
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exterior doors

Perfectherm stands for modern windows made to the highest standards.
Perfectherm windows will provide your interior with a unique character because we have taken care of every detail in creating
them. The cores of the window profiles, available in four different colours (white, brown, dark grey and caramel), when open,
they perfectly match the applied veneer and suit modern interiors. Thanks to the low rabbet, the window gains a larger area of
the glass, and the room gets more light. The optimally selected number of chambers, the use of an additional middle gasket in
the frame and sash, as well as a triple glazing system make Perfectherm windows meet the requirements of passivejoinery.

STYLISH
Two shapes of sash- design and

THERMALL
Uw

0,78

classic, perfectly fit into modern
constructions.

W/m K*
insulation
2

Perfectherm windows give the

TIGHT
The use of three gaskets in the sash
and in the frame makes it possible
to obtain very good insulation
parameters.

buildings light and an unusual style.
SAFE
HARMONIOUS

Carefully designed, durable

The four colours of the profiles’ core

construction, the use of antitheft

form a harmonious connection with a

catches and systems with safety

wide range of veneers. Perfectherm

glass, effectively protect the building

windows look great in both classic

against burglary.

white and wood-like decorative films
and modernist colours from the RAL

RELIABLE

palette.

Window profiles in the A class
thickness, locking fittings in the 5th

WARM

highest class of corrosion resistance

Six-chamber sash profiles with a depth

and large, specially profiled

of 80 mm and 48 mm threepane

reinforcements guarantee reliability

glazing with a warm frame provide

for many years.

excellent thermal insulation of the

interior doors

window at the level of 0.18 W/m2K.

Perfection in every detail

*Uw coefficient for the reference window, confirmed by a test certificate.
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Bet on classic

exterior doors

If you need optimal solutions

Optitherm windows are more like standard. It is an offer for people looking for woodwork with higher parameters of thermal

The CLASICTHERM windows are a guarantee of a standard on the highest level. The 6-chamber system of 70 mm is offered

insulation and optimal price.

with a classic, straight un-faced wing and a mildly rounded half-faced wing. The hight quality of PCV mixture used in produc-

80 mm 6-chamber profiles with wide external deaeration chamber is a guarantee of durability and resistance to unfavourable

tion of compressed profiles in SONAROL company guarantees a long-term persistence of colour, resistance to atmospheric

atmospheric conditions, especially to hight temperatures causing stresses.

factors and ease of conservation.

OPTITHERM

OPTITHERM

LEAD-FREE

Provides ecological profiles, where

means higher energy saving.

Ecological CLASICTHERM profiles

6-chamber 70 mm frame and wind

the leaden regulators were replaced

6-chamber profiles as well as 80

produced on calcium-zinc stabilizers

profiles and a possibility of triple

with the calcium-zinc stabilizer,

mm frames and application of triple

are lead-free.

glaze packet application (each 40

that are human and environmental

glazing packets ensure excellent

friendly.

thermal insulation.

OPTITHERM

OPTITHERM

profiles, stylish glazing bead with

DREAMED-OF

is a guarantee of durability and long

means calmness and safety. Wide

a black or gray gasket packet with

A wide choice of veneer colours, a

term faultless exploitation, thanks to

choice of glazing units with higher

a warm frame in various colours

possibility of varnishing in any colour

the reinforcement closed inside the

acoustic insulation and burglary

cause the windows gain inimitable

from the RAL palette and an arbitrary

frame and high quality multi point

resistance parameters, possibility of

appearance.

shape cause the CLASICTHERM

locking fittings with EPDM.

mushroom striker, plate installation

WARM

mm wide) with a warm edge ensure
a perfect thermal insulation.

ELEGANT
Symmetrical and mildly rounded

as well as handle with metal insert,
that increases users comfort and

OPTITHERM

safety.

windows to be adjusted to even the
most sophisticated project.

PERMANENT AND SAFE
Closed reinforcement in the frame,
possibility of applying the handle

QUIET

rounding casement and frames,

Secustik and anti-burglary ferrules

6-chamber profile system and

stylish glazing bead, black or gray

guarantee a long-term non-failure

application of triple glazing or

seals, wide variety of windows panels

usage and protect from the house-

sound-absorbing packets guarantees

as well as warm edges.

breaking.

tranquillity in privacy.

interior doors

Provides balanced harmony of
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FOR MORE CHECK
www.edidoors.com

1128 S Roselle Road
Schaumburg, IL 60193
phone:
872 222 1762
708 334 6227
224 353 6828
e-mail: sales@edidoors.com

facebook.com/EDIdoors

